
     FOLLOW THAT DREAM  
     (figured out from "The Lost Master - Essential Collection")
     
     Intro: A
     
     If your heart is restless, from waiting so long
                                                 F#m
     If you're tired and weary, and you can't go on
                    Bm             D
     If a distant dream is callin' you
                  A   F#m           E   
     There's just one thing you can do
     
                  D        A       E     D 
     Follow that dream, wherever it may lead
          A      E         D        A         E        D
     Come on follow that dream, to find the love you need
          A      E        A 
     Come on follow that dream
     
     
     Now I've been searching for a heart that's free
     Searching for someone, to search with me
     'Cause I need a love, a love I can trust
     Together we' ll search for the things that come to us
     
     In dreams, wherever they may be
     Come on follow that dream to find the love you need
     Come on follow that dream
     
     Bridge: F#m     A       
             F#m     E      A 
     
     Now every man has the right to live
     The right to a chance, to give what he has to give
     The right to fight for the things he believes
     For the things that come to him in dreams
     
     Yeah, follow that dream, wherever it may lead
     Come on follow that dream, to find the love you need
     Follow that dream, wherever it may lead
     Come on follow that dream, to find the love you need
     Come on follow that dream
     Well follow that dream
     Yeah come on and follow that dream
     Come on follow that dream, to find the love you need
     
     Note: use standard chords or stick a capo on the 2nd fret and
           use :  G instead of A
                  Em   "    "  F#m
                  Am   "    "  Bb
                  C    "    "  D
                  D    "    "  E     This second way is really easy to 
     play!
     
     Lorenzo Castelli (lc409862@silab.dsi.unimi.it) 
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